
MyDHL+
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
Simply fast. Simply efficient. Simply amazing.

DHL Express – Excellence. Simply delivered.
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LANDING PAGE
This is where your shipping journey begins. To make 

the most of all the fantastic MyDHL+ features, simply 

register or – if you have already – just log in.
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LOG IN
You don’t have to log in to use basic 

MyDHL+ functionality. But we recommend 

you do to access the full range of new, 

intuitive, time-saving features.

1. Registered User

Already have a MyDHL+ account? Great! 

Just enter your details on the MyDHL+ Homepage 

to gain access

2. Register

Registration is quick and easy. And once you’re 

set up, you’ll only ever have to use one easy-to-

remember ID (your email) to log in and handle all 

of your shipping needs – all in one place

3. No Login? No problem.

Simply click on the MyDHL+ Home tab to access 

basic DHL shipping features
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MyDHL+ HOMEPAGE
Without needing to log in, unregistered first-
time users can create an order by clicking on the 
Create New Shipment tab. However, logging in 
gives you complete access to the full range of 
incredibly useful MyDHL+ features.

Toolbar > MyDHL+ Homepage 5





DASHBOARD
Once you’re logged in, you’ll not only 

get all the basic shipping features 

available on the Homepage, you’ll also 

have access to all the following amazing 

MyDHL+ account-holder benefits.
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Get Rate Quotes
Estimated rates and 

times – all up front, 

every time

Create Shipments 
Simply input your 

shipping data to get 

started. It’s really

that easy

Create From Past Orders
We remember previous 

shipment details so you don’t 

have to – making shipping 

faster and simpler than ever

Schedule Pickups
See what pickup 

times are available 

for your shipment

Create From Favorites
Save your favorites 

and make it quicker next 

time you ship
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Customize Your Dashboard
Choose which features are most useful to 

you, and then populate your Dashboard to 

best suit your needs

Toolbar > My Profile > Manage MyDHL+ > 
Your MyDHL+ Dashboard
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Shipments Requiring Action
Shipments requiring action can be viewed on your Dashboard. Click on 
Edit to complete shipments that were created but remain incomplete 
or unassigned
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Every Shipment Status, at a Glance
Quickly view details for every one of your shipments from 
the past 90 days

Toolbar > Manage Shipments > My Shipments > 
All Shipments
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See Your Pickups
View the status of every pickup – whether your items have already 
been collected, they’re ready for the courier or you have requested 
a pickup for a future date

Toolbar > Manage Shipments > My Shipments > 
My Pickups
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TOOLBAR
Always here, always ready – the Toolbar is 

your ever-present shortcut to Manage and 

Track Shipments, change your Shipping 

Settings and/or update your Profile.
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Manage Shipments
This option provides a detailed 
view of all shipments and gives 
you fast access to your addresses 
and reports – all in one place

Track
Track the status of your shipment. 
Anytime, anywhere
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My Shipment 
Settings
Save time by 
creating preferred 
default settings for 
packaging, pickup 
times and other 
critical shipment 
details

My Profile
You are in control of your contact 
details, password and user profile
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EXPORT AND IMPORT
By clicking on Create a Shipment, you 
can quickly generate an interchangeable 
export or import shipping order.
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Export and Import
With one easy click on the Switch 
button, you can instantly change your 
transaction from an export order to an 
import, or vice versa
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Categorize Your Goods
MyDHL+ will allow you to select from a list of 
commonly sent goods to identify the contents of 
your shipment, which can help prevent delays
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Delivery
Choose when you’d like your 
shipment to be sent, and when 
you’d like it to arrive
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Courier Pickups
Choose a time slot for your pickup. You can also include 
details to help your courier understand exactly where 
and how to collect your shipment. This information will 
then be stored for all future shipments
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SHIPMENT SETTINGS
MyDHL+ is our most flexible shipping 
platform yet. Choose from three 
time-saving options to set your 
personalized default settings.
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Shipment Defaults
Built to save you time, with this feature you can choose to 
set your Shipping Defaults – so you don’t need to input all 
of your details again every time you place an order

  Set your default shipment type as Package or Document

  Set your default value for insurance coverage

  Set your regular courier pickup details
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My Customs Clearance 
Review and save all of your Customs defaults and regularly 
used forms and documents. Everything is in one place, 
creating a faster, more efficient shipping experience

  Create invoice templates

  Upload a list of all your company’s products

  Opt for paperless invoicing

My Saved Settings
Input specific default settings for each different user on the 
account, making the MyDHL+ experience faster and more 
personal at every turn

  Set up online billing and save card details

  Nominate authorized account users

  Set status notifications and who can see them
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TRACK SHIPMENTS
There are two ways to track your 

Shipments with MyDHL+.

Both are simple, transparent and flexible.
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Waybill Number

   Track up to 10 shipments 
at once using the waybill 
number of each

   View a breakdown detailing 
every checkpoint your 
shipment passes through 
on its journey – including 
individual time codes for each

Reference Number
   Choose the shipment type and 
enter the tracking/reference 
number to find your shipment
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Designed to be faster, simpler and more 

efficient for all different users, MyDHL+ 

is more than just a new, fully optimized, 

streamlined platform. It’s the next 

step in the evolution of international 

shipping. For more information, visit

www.info.mydhl.express.dhl
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